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Grade 2 Quran Holiday Homework

1- Memorise the whole surah Al-Layl

2- Revise from surah Al-Asr to surah Al-Nas

3- Write the whole surah Al-Layl

4- Color page 4

5- Do word search page 5
And Hajj to the House (the Ka`bah) is a duty that mankind owes to Allah, those who can afford the expenses ...

[Surah Al-Imran 3:97]
Hajj Wordsearch

Find these 10 words in the grid above and learn their meaning.
(The words go from left to right and from top to bottom. There are no diagonal words)

hajj  kabah
ihram  makkah
tawaaf  kiswa
arafaah  jamaaah
mina  sacrifice